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Mold in attic roof

Whether you're looking for an extra bedroom for the company, a large master suite or privacy for a teen, turning an attic into a bedroom often makes sense. In addition, creating a bedroom increases the resale value of a home more significantly than most other attic redesigns. Does it have to be
something specific to be considered a bedroom? In some cases, it only has to do with the size of the windows and a wardrobe. Rooms must have at least one window large enough to use as an escape in case of fire. Regardless of the original intended use of space, it makes sense to fit it as a bedroom.
That way, as your family grows or shrinks and needs to change, you can easily adapt the space [source: Goering]. Announcement To renovate the attic space in a bedroom, you'll also need to include proper insulation. Most penthouses are not well insulated, because they were never intended to be living
spaces. After isolating the area, you will need drywall or panels to cover the wooden frames [source: Maxwell]. Sufficient ventilation is also important, as is enough light. Several skylights will save you on energy costs [source: Maxwell]. If the area gets too hot during the summer, you may want to buy
special curtains or blinds designed specifically for skylights. If the floor is solid and even, you can choose to keep it as is or repaint or paint the wood. Carpet will help mute sounds, so consider this option depending on which room or rooms are below. You may need to install a ladder if you have been
using a folding door with stairs to the attic. Check the building code requirements in your community as they differ. Most building codes require a single or double handrail [source: Maxwell]. Do you have a teenager with a garage band who wants to become an attic band? Maybe you need room for your
family's aspiring artist. Read on to learn more about renovating your penthouse to meet these needs. With style: Brice Gaillard; Photographer: Richard Felber As part of last year's Kips Bay Decorator ShowHouse, an annual benefit to the Kips Bay Boys and Girls Club, a social service organization that
enriches the lives of some 12,000 New York City children aged six to 18, garden designer Richard Heller transformed a barren terrace space on the first floor of a city house circa 1896 into an outdoor room. The centerpiece is a 20 by 18 foot knot garden planted with a mixture of box wood, privet and
leucothoe and white pansos. This seating area, which evokes a medieval outdoor pavilion, is located opposite designer Richard Heller's green area. Entering from the back of the second floor of the house and passing through a lattice divider, you can first see the elegant seating area, a canopy four-
poster sofa, flanked by two chairs (all furniture and cushions are weatherproof). The floor is Limestone. Beyond is the brick-lined parterre, surrounded by grass. The corner of the far wall houses a classic-style statue; a stone platform with topiaries and other plantations above it covering the right wall. At
first, Heller and his team found a hard surface with virtually no landscape. Heller chose to create such a formal garden because it is in keeping with the French Renaissance style of the house and its intricate pattern of tape planting lends visual interest when viewed from both the rooms facing the house
and its upper windows. The surrounding grass, vertical lattice and elegant topiary in terracotta planters may refer to the charming qualities of a historic garden courtyard, but the plot is decidedly from the 21st century, and offers ecological and aesthetic benefits. The finished formal garden is the standout
feature of this outdoor room on a terrace on the first floor of a New York house. Most old-style roof gardens involve a combination of decks and planters, but on this updated green roof, designed and built by Heller and his team in less than three weeks, a shallow flooring bed and grass carpet cover most
of the surface, and the use of pots is restricted to the perimeter. The principle is that a thin blanket of living plants isolates a roof from extremes of heat and cold and can therefore reduce energy costs. (In fact, a Canadian study showed that a green roof 6 inches thick reduced heat gains by 95 percent and
heat losses by 26 percent compared to conventional ones.) By absorbing the heat of their surroundings in the perspiration process, plants on an urban green roof can help lower temperatures around them, allevating the climate phenomenon known as the heat island effect, where by which the city and
suburban districts are noticeably warmer (up to 10 degrees Fahrenheit) than rural areas. For more information about the product, see Landscapes in May 2007 Resources This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email addresses. You
may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Photographer: Brandon Barre With her film director career rising rapidly, 32-year-old Audrey desperately needed to improve her workspace on the third floor of the 1940s, which she and her partner, Steve, a



telecommunications executive, bought two years ago. Faced with a barrage of creative meetings and editing sessions, she felt, in her own words, humiliated take anyone upstairs. For the rescue came the design superhero Candice Olson, who saw beyond the two rooms and warren attic closet to
imagine, says Olson, a more functional space that would present a professional image. Olson's team opened the penthouse in an epic 11 by 30-foot expans, in which new furniture and furniture outline three functions: an office where Audrey works on her own, a conference area to collaborate with others,
and a screening room to show off her finished works. Fresh white walls, a design oak floor, soft-toned natural fabrics and lively paisley decals make the new workspace feel creative, with a subtly feminine touch, Olson says. She adds: Now, Audrey is ready for her foreground! Perfect palette 1. Countertop
paint. Putnam Ivory #HC-39. Benjamin Moore, benjaminmoore.com. 2. Wall paint. Timid Blanco #OC-39. Benjamin Moore. 3. 3-layer square glass pendant. Union Lighting and Furniture, unionlightingandfurnishings.com. 4. Conference chair seat fabric. Calvin #7-621246. Norwalk furniture,
norwalkfurniture.com. 5. Armchair pull pillow fabric. #18844-35 Kravet T kravet.com. 6. Sectional fabric. #6 Puritans-286101. Norwalk furniture. 7. Backrest conference chair and pillow fabrics. Shasta #6-642446. Norwalk furniture. 8. Ceiling panels. WoodHaven finish in White Wash #1265. Armstrong,
armstrong.com. 9. Retro popcorn machine #2454. Popcorn Supply Company, popcornsupply.com. 10. Armchair upholstery and pillow fabric. Fabo #8-643115. Norwalk furniture. 11. Sofa bed fabric. Calvin #7-621204. Norwalk furniture. 12. Wooden floor. Washed Series in Artisan Color, White Oak
#PF9027 in Mushrooms. Tarkett, tarkett.com. 13. Paisley wall stickers. Blik, whatisblik.com. 14. Draperio fabric. Intertwine #28759-123 in Endive. Kravet. 15. Pillow fabric. Trains #28836-516. Kravet. 16. Trim paint. Natural Wicker #OC-1. Benjamin Moore. Tune to HGTV to watch Divine Design with
Candice Olson, including episode #1203, featured here: Audrey's Office. See local, hgtv.com, divinedesign.tv or divinedesign.tv lists for issue dates. Click here to view the resources. This content is created and maintained by a third party and imported on this page to help users provide their email
addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content in piano.io If you are looking to increase living space in your home, consider moving the oven in the attic. This installation is more common than you think. Sign up for our do it right newsletter, do it yourself! Cleaning the
attic removes allergens and respiratory irritants that can make your family sick. Picture: Jens Magnusson/Offset Cleaning the Attic is probably not your idea of a good time. But dust, dandruff and mold in that often neglected room could be irritating your family's lungs and lifting allergies. In addition, a clean
penthouse will allow you to put into action your great ideas in the attic. Nobody in his attic, but it's a problem area, says Mike Tringale of the Foundation for Asthma and Allergy of America.Allergens and attic irritants constantly leak into his living room through roof hatches, doors, recessed lights and
heating and cooling systems (especially if they are located in their location in their Basics of cleaning the attic Dust walls, window frames and beams with an electrostatically charged cloth (think Swiffer) or a duster, which grab twice as much dust as cotton cloths. Don't forget to dust exposed roof trusses,
attic fan blades, light bulbs, accessories, hatches and door frames. Empty with a HEPA (High Efficiency Particle Air) filter filter vacuum cleaner, which channels all aspirated air through a filter designed to remove even microscopic particles. A less expensive option: Install a high-quality, high-efficiency
filter bag in your vacuum. The line shop vacuums with a plastic bag, which traps irritants and facilitates the removal of debris. Wear a mask from the National Institute of Occupational Safety and Health (NIOSH, for susdity, for your data, which filters a high percentage of particles in the air. If you suffer
from asthma and allergies (60 million people in the United States do) hire a professional to remove the debris. Prices for pro-attic cleaning vary depending on the region and the nature of the cleaning. Get an estimate before hiring a cleaning contractor. Keeping irritants out of your attic Home Maintenance
Tips Our winter checklist winter checklist will help you keep your home cozy and safe from the icy winter assault. Buy and Sell No silly questions to ask a real estate agent. Buying and selling Buy a home is exciting. Arguing while buying a house? Not so much. Here's how to keep the peace while you hunt
at home. Preventing mold growth and sealing insects and vermin helps reduce attic irritants. Mold: Small leaks in the ceiling and cracked old caulking can let moisture in, which can lead to mold damage. Once a year, and after every big storm, walk around your home to inspect your roof from all angles.
Repair loose, missing, or broken shingles. Check for missing caulking or cracked panels. Don't bother buying a mold test kit for the home, which can record mold spores that are constantly in the air anyway. If you suspect mold, or you may see an area covered with mold that is larger than approximately
10 square feet, call a certified indoor air quality professional to assess your situation. Dust: Many of those tiny dust mites you see floating around are actually dust mit particles, cockroach parts and vermin dandruff made from dry saliva, urine and faeces. These dust proteins can trigger allergic reactions,
so look for small cracks and openings in the ceiling, walls and where vermin and insects can enter. Seal attic air leaks with caulking and polyurethane foam, and repair holes in attic ventilation screens under eaves and at ends to two to trunks. Related: How to keep your house cleaner for longer You will
get more living space while getting rid of clutter. It's win-win! Storage ideas in the attic and basement to gain more space now is the time to stock up on paint. 4 To-do for July to save money and prepare for fall Some might not cost you a penny in the end, if you do Renewal projects on your wish list (and
what it will cost!) You can deal with the soppy disaster of a basement flood cleanup. That's how. How to clean (and forget the nightmare) of basement flooding Finishing your basement ceiling instantly turns your basement into a living room. Here are some smart ways to finish it. Ideas and tips for finishing
a basement ceiling
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